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Abstract 
The Science Processing Operations Center is in the process of testing and deplo!"ing Release 4.0 of the 
codebase In the March 2019 tlmeframe. This paper describes the new features or the software and their 
likely impact on the quality of the TESS science data products. The major goals or Release 4.0 are to Im-
the identification of instrumental signatures from the light cuNes. We also describe modifications to 
the FFI pipeline to allow the generation of FFI light curves, correction of the instrumental sys-
tematics therein, and planet searches, primarily for the purpose of validating the 2-min pipe-
line against the FFI pipeline, but also to be able to provide cotrending basis vectors (C3Vs) ,,.~,.;. 
derived directly from the FFls to the public to aid them in their extractbn and correction , :-; ~ '-'\'.'. 
of photometry. We also discuss the Improvements In photometric performance• of ~~\":;:• 
the pipeline and its various components. :,;.-.; 
The lapse In funding experienced between 22 December 2018 and 27 
January 2019 significantly delayed our ability to conduct Integration 
testing as planned for late December/early January, delaying the 
start of V&V by one month to the end of February 2019. 
The TESS Mission is funded by NASA's Science Mission Directorate 
as an Astrophysics Explorer Mission. 
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New Features in SPOC 4.0 
1. Use of quatemions In photometry and centroiding. 
2. Use of quaternions to Identify high-motion cadences and exclude same. 
3. Use of the TPS detections to deemphasize pathological cadences ("skyline flattenlng"I. 
4. Improved CAL calculations for black and smear correction. 
5. PA brightness metric calculation improvements (induo'e crowding in calrulation). 
/ • 6. Improved POC spike goodness metric. 
•~• 7. Improved handling of gaps and momentum duni:>S in POC. 
8. Improved tuning of POC. 
, 9. Improved attitude tweak correction in PDC. 
10. Improvements in PDC introduced noise and correlation goodness metrics 
11. Using the improved spike goodness metric to minimize overlitting in the spike 
remover 
' • :,''l./ 12. Enable FFI processing through planet search. 
,,. , • • 13. DV mini-reports archived to MAST 
" ,,•' A 14. Streamlining data retrieval and persistence to database «;,,.~, 15. Improved management of jobs on the NAS Pleiadss supercomputer 
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